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16 years,
15 championships,
one coach

Hannah Greene
Sports Editor | howlsports@wou.edu
Coach Mike Johnson of the cross country
and track and field programs has retired after
coaching for 16 years at Western Oregon
University. Johnson has helped both the
cross country and track and field teams win
championships, as well as taken them to
Nationals — almost every year since the time
he started.
Before joining the Wolves, Johnson was able
to make a name for himself coaching at quite a
few distinguished schools, including Highline
Community College, Eastern Washington
University, University of Portland, University

of Washington and Boise State University —
while also being an assistant coach here at
Western for three seasons before taking on the
role as head coach in 2004.
Not only does Johnson have titles at
Western amongst the cross country and track
and field teams, but he also coached the teams
at Washington that won two Pac-10 cross
country championships. Johnson was able to
help Portland’s cross country team win seven
consecutive West Coast Conference titles.
Johnson’s feats do not end there — while a
Pilot, Johnson founded the women’s program

and earned himself a spot in the Portland Hall
of Fame.
The titles and honors do not end, with
Johnson earning Pac-10 Coach of the Year
three times, NCAA West Regional Cross
Country Coach of the Year four times and
earned NAIA National Coach of the Year.
For 16 years, Johnson has made an impact
in multiple student-athlete’s lives and an
impact on Western’s campus. Johnson will be
greatly missed, but his titles and influence will
carry on.
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With the 2020 season put to an end, the time for Club Sports awards
and recognition has come. Below are the Rookies of the Year, voted
unanimously by the fans — students, teammates, coaches — Assistant

Distribution Manager

Club Sports Director and Club Sports Supervisor. Each athlete selected
deserves this recognition not only for their participation in the club, but
for their work ethic on and off the pitches.
Continued on back
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Jorge Trujillo from Men’s Club Soccer
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Jeydawn Coates from the Dance Team

MEN’S ROOKIE OF THE YEAR

THE WESTERN HOWL
encourages readers to share their
opinion through letters to the editor
and guest columns. Submissions must
be typed and include the writer’s
name. Contact information will not be
published unless requested. Unsigned
submissions will not be printed and
original copies will not be returned.
Letters to the editor may be up
to 300 words and guest columns should
not exceed 500 words.
THE
WESTERN HOWL
does not guarantee the publication
of all letters or columns. THE
WESTERN HOWL reserves the right
to edit for punctuation, grammar, and
spelling, but never for content.
Please bring submissions to
THE WESTERN HOWL at Terry
House or email to howleditor@wou.
edu. Submissions must be received by
Monday at 5 p.m. to be considered for
print.
All
opinions
expressed
in
columns,
letters
to
the
editor
or
advertisements
are
the views of the author and do
not necessarily reflect those of
THE WESTERN HOWL or Western
Oregon University.
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Coach Mike Johnson retires after 2020 track season

SEAN MARTINEZ

KYLE MORDEN
& TIFFANY STRUHAR
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your personality through Enneagram
Listen to your Discover
test and album
heart

Never Retallack | Entertainment Editor | howlentertainment@wou.edu

The human mind is a complicated system of neurons
firing, but does it affect one’s personality?
Over the decades, there have been countless
personality tests, some successful — such as the Myers
Briggs test — and some not as successful, like the
Rorschach Inkblot test.
The Enneagram test is something quite interesting;
it was originally used in the 1950s by Oscar Ichazo on
spiritual development. Within this test, there are nine
dominant personality types — most people identify
strongly with one, but after completing the online test,
it lists which types you had the highest percentage in.
It is believed that the three highest in a person’s score
is their personality.
The test itself is fun and eye-opening, but the band
Sleeping at Last compiled an album where each song is
sung through the perspective of each personality type,
creating powerful tunes. The album is called “Atlas:
Enneagram” and the songs are simply titled “One”
through “Nine.”
I am a type two, and when I first heard of the album
I didn’t think much about it. However, listening to the
song “Two” brought me to tears. The lyrics are touching
and perfectly captured how I feel. Sleeping at Last is
a folk-indie band with soothing vocals and haunting
melodies, and they impressed me with this album.
I made my closest friends and family take the test
and listening to their songs I was touched and so were
they. Each song perfectly captures how each type feels
in a surprisingly emotional way.
The Enneagram test is, of course, flawed just like
any personality test, but for those who are interested
in learning their types and crying to their song, the test
can be taken at http://9types.com/.

Photo courtesy of sleepingatlast.com

This is the image for the song “Two” which is my type as the giver.

MO!RE TIME MEANS MO!RE THEATER
The Oregon Shakespeare festival moves to online platform O!
Never Retallack | Entertainment Editor | howlentertainment@wou.edu
The Oregon Shakespeare Festival is a large annual
event where dozens of shows are performed. It is no
surprise that the event had to be altered due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, but luckily the Southern Oregon
Theatre Company has found a new way to connect
millions to their performances.
The Southern Oregon Theatre Company has created
a new digital platform called O!; by May 6, they
plan to release previously recorded performances,
documentaries, behind-the-scenes footage, interviews

and educational videos.
The company had started their season on March
6 in Ashland, just three days after the first confirmed
COVID-19 case. After Kate Brown’s stay-at-home
order, the company had to cancel productions and let
go of 400 employees.
While the company has promoted O! as a way to
engage audiences with theater during these times, they
still plan to host the Oregon Shakespeare Festival from
Sept. 8 to Nov. 1 if possible.

@thewesternhowl

O! was originally meant to be released during 2021,
but the company decided to premiere early to keep
people excited about theater. The platform contents
will be almost completely free, and there will be
other forms of media available such as podcasts and
interactive videos.
For those that are interested in seeing what is
available, check out the website: https://osfashland.
uscreen.io/
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Introducing
Western’s 2020-21
ASWOU candidates
A look at some of the candidate’s goals
and values
Sage Kiernan-Sherrow
News Editor | howlnews@wou.edu

Students have until 8 p.m. on May 19 to submit their ballots for the Oregon
primaries. Here at Western, students have the ability to contribute their votes in
another important election — student government. ASWOU is Western’s collective
student government which mimics that of the national government system, with
three branches — the executive cabinet, judicial board and the senate — each with
their own unique roles in assisting the campus community. Each year, students have
the opportunity to vote in the ASWOU elections and decide who will be representing
them in the upcoming year. This year, the positions for President, Vice President,
Senate President, Judicial Administrator, Justice and Incidental Fee Committee
Member are open and students are able to vote on WOUEngage through May 8.
Students can learn more about the candidates and their positions by visiting wou.
edu/aswou/elections/ or by reading the following:

Photos courtesy of ASWOU

Candidate for
President
N.J Johnson
Johnson currently serves as the
Director of State and Federal Affairs
under ASWOU’s executive cabinet.
As such, he states that he is “the
only candidate for President that has
experience working within the executive
branch of ASWOU and with the Oregon
State Legislature,” where he has led a
team in advocating for student needs. As
President, he plans to continue “pushing
our legislative priorities,” which include
fighting “for higher state funding, food
insecurity solutions and a DREAMers
access program,” he says. He values
collaboration and wants to continue to
work with campus organizations as well
as the Oregon Student Association to
“promote the goals of students across
the state of Oregon.” As President, he
will strive for fairness, transparency,
and inclusivity and stand up to the WOU
administration when these values are
jeopardised and students are undervalued.
He is endorsing Maria Barerra for Vice
President, Kevin Figueroa for Senate
President, and Steven Richmond for
Judicial Administrator.

Candidates for Vice President
Maria Barerra:

Litzy Loeza:

Former Director of Multicultural
Advocacy in ASWOU Maria Barerra is
a DACA Recipient and a first generation
college student. She is also an avid and
vocal advocate against social injusticesI
was able to overcome adversity through
my college experience at Western. The
importance of her advocacy is why
she wants to run for Vice President.
Her qualifications include holding
numerous leadership positions such as
positions through the UNIDOS Club, as
a Multicultural Mentor, and an Oregon
Student Association board member.
She strives to “ensure that all students
are being represented” and “promote
equality and recognition,” while
continuing “the efforts of providing
a physical and permanent safe space
for students to be able to express their
identities and culture freely,” she says.
She has endorsed N.J Johnson for
President, Kevin Figueroa for Senate
President, and Steven Richmond for
Judicial Administrator.

Loeza is an experienced student
leader
“working
for
growth,
transformation, and inclusiveness.”
Previously, she worked with Latinx and
Immigrant Communities in Portland
Community
College’s
DREAMer
Center. As a Psychology and Sociology
major, she is passionate about fighting
social injustices and does so through
her role as a current ASWOU Senator.
She also holds multiple leadership roles
through the MECHA Club and as a
Multicultural Representative mentor.
She believes “our community can create
an inclusive environment, support the
rights of students, and make educational
success attainable” and promises to
use her platform to “advocate for our
rights as students and promote changes
within our education system to ensure
student success.” She endorses Marilyn
Maldonado-Dominguez as President,
Liz Marquez Gutiererrez as Senate
President, and Denisse Carrasco as
Judicial Administrator.

@thewesternhowl

Candidate for
Incidental Fee
Committee Member

Makana Waikiki:
Waikiki says, “a vote for me would
be a vote for yourselves.” She wants to
vocalize every student’s concerns when
it comes to their fees and strives to
make informed decisions about the IFC
process. She wants to establish a legacy
where future IFC members are provided
with the best tools and plans in place so
that “every student gets everything they
should out of their IFC funds.”
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Kevin Figueroa

Candidates for Senate President:

Figueroa is a first generation college student looking
to “empower student leaders to promote change for
those who also struggle.” During the 2018-19 school
year, he served as the Director of State and Federal
Affairs through ASWOU and has significant experience
working to create legislation beneficial for students. He
strives for cooperation between all branches of student
government to ensure productivity and wants to remain
involved with advocacy even after graduation. He
endorses N.J. Johnson for President, Maria Barerra
for Vice President, and Steven Richmond for Judicial
Administrator.

Liz Marquez

Marquez has served on the ASWOU Senate for over
two years and has developed experience in writing and
sponsoring legislation “to protect students’ rights and
improve student life.” She considers higher education
accessibility and affordability to be an important
issue and has advocated for this issue through her
previous position as a member of the Tuition and Fee
Advisory Committee. She also brought these issues
to the capitol, where she worked alonside the Oregon
Student Association to educate legislators about their
relevance. She is determined to “work on issues that
students have expressed interest in,” and wants to
“encourage and empower students to get involved
and participate in the ASWOU senate.” She endorses
Marilyn Maldonado Dominguez for President, Litzy
Loeza for Vice President, and Denisse Carrasco for
Judicial Administrator.

Candidates for Judicial Administrator:

Denisse Carrasco
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Carrasco says she has felt “underrepresented and
not understood” as a first-generation college student.
As such, she feels strongly about making sure students
feel a part of the campus community, and is dedicated
to uplifting “underrepresented communities and their
diverse needs.” She has devoted hundreds of hours
to organizations like MECHA and ASWOU, and is
an advocate for multiculturalism as an MCR mentor.
Carrasco hopes to be a “support system for students
and student clubs,” and to increase outreach for these
clubs which “enhance the student experience at WOU.”
She feels “it is important for WOU students to feel a
sense of empowerment, support, and belonging, in
any institution they attend,” and is endorsing Marilyn
Maldonado Dominguez for President, Litzy Loeza for
Vice President, and LIz Marquez for Senate President.

Steven Richmond

Richmond is a future law school student with “an
extensive background in legal work” due to working
for two Oregon state representatives. He founded the
Jackson County Young Democrats Caucus, was Vice
President for South Medford’s Debate Team, and was
Secretary for WOU’s Model United Nations Club.
He considers himself to have a “deep appreciation,
respect, and care for the judicial process.” As Judicial
Administrator, he plans to make sure all clubs are treated
fairly and hold all ASWOU officials accountable to the
constitution. He assures that “this campaign isn’t about
personal goals or pushing an agenda, it’s about helping
ASWOU become the best possible government it can
be for its students by upholding fairness, inclusion, and
justice for everyone equally.” He endorses N.J Johnson
for President, Maria Barrera for Vice President, and
Kevin Figueroa for Senate President.
@thewesternhowl

Diana Ordaz

A “passionate and hardworking student,” and “a
friend to all,” Ordaz believes that her open-mindedness
and caring personality makes her an excellent candidate
for Senate President. She chose to run for Senate
President because she “heard so many students’ issues
and can relate to many of them.” She is committed
to helping the WOU community by communicating
“(students’) ideas, thoughts and issues,” through her
platform.

Candidate for Justice:
Taylor Bartholomew

A current Sophomore and Criminal Justice
Major, Bartholomew has an interest in working with
“individuals within the system that are in need of
psychological rehabilitation, specifically victims
of abuse and other trauma-related events.” She has
“always enjoyed providing an ear to individuals that
need emotional support and am always willing to help
establish boundaries when need be.” As ASWOU
Justice, Bartholomew plans to provide students with a
fair and balanced Justice system.
Students also have the ability to “write in” any
person they think would be qualified for the positions.
Students have until Friday, May 8 to submit their votes
and results will be released shortly thereafter. Anyone
with questions can email aswouelections@mail.wou.
edu for more information.
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Questions, comments, and
concerns

A Q&A with Lisa Catto about Western’s new weekly Q&A sessions
Sage Kiernan-Sherrow | News Editor | howlnews@wou.edu
Western is now holding weekly live Q&A sessions
over Instagram and Twitter to provide support to and
connect with both current and future students. The
sessions occur from 10 to 11 a.m. on Thursdays and
cover everything from financial concerns, to questions
about commencement. We reached out to Lisa Catto, the
Assistant Director of Marketing and Communications
at Western, to answer some questions about this new
resource.
Q: How did the idea for weekly Q&A’s develop and
what is its overall purpose?
A: The idea was a joint effort between Strategic
Communications and Marketing and athe Admissions
office. We tried to come up with ways to connect with
prospective students since we had to cancel some inpeson Admissions events due to COVID-19. The first
live Q&A was held on March 26, in lieu of the planned

Spring Break Visit event that day.
Q: What has the outcome been like? Has the project
seen a lot of interaction and received positive reactions?
A: The first Q&A was so successful that we decided
to broaden the focus to all students and invite more
departments to participate in a weekly event. We added
several more departments who have representatives onhand every Thursday at the scheduled time, including
Student Engagement, the Student Enrichment
Program, Transfer Pathway, the Business Office,
and Graduate Programs. The response has been very
positive. Students seem to appreciate the opportunity
to get a quick response to their questions.The number
of questions has ranged from 20 to more than 50
depending on the week, the majority of which coming
through the question tool on our Instagram story.
Q: What topic is most frequently asked about?

@thewesternhowl

A: Most of the questions have been about specifics
connected to housing, financial aid, and admissions
requirements. The overarching majority of questions
have been about housing, things like finding roommates,
selecting a room, etc… The second most popular topic
has been financial aid and scholarships.
Q: How can Western students get the most out of
this resource?
A: Students can get the most out of this resource by
setting an alarm or calendar reminder to head to WOU’s
Instagram or Facebook account at the designated time.
If someone can’t make it at that time, they could head
over to WOU’s Facebook page to find the “event” for
the weekly Q&A. In the event description, there’s a link
to a form where students can submit their questions in
advance and we’ll post the question and answer on the
net live Q&A post.
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This style can also be done with a tight bun.

Staying in with style

Simple updos for your hair

Rylie Horrall | Lifestyle Editor | rhorrall17@wou.edu
If you’re like me, self-isolation could
be making students ponder changing their
hair more than normal — personally, I’m
only one breakdown away from dying
my hair. However, I don’t actually want
to dye my hair, I just want something
different or new in my life amidst all this
monotony. To cope with this, I’ve been
searching and trying out new hairstyles;
here are some of the interesting ones.
For turning straight hair curly without
using heat, take either a bathrobe rope,
socks, pantyhose or something similar
and clip it into the hair. Wrap strands of
damp hair around the article tightly, but
not painfully so, in a criss-cross fashion.

For waves, braid the object in the hair
as if it was a section of hair. Leave it in
overnight, undo it in the morning and
brush it out.
Buns are a quick hairdo that can be
done within seconds — it’s my go-to
whenever I need my hair off of my neck.
If someone’s hair is longer, there’s the
option of doing a braided bun; to start
off, tie the hair into a low ponytail. Braid
it loosely and tie off the end, pulling at
some of the strands to add volume. Take
the braid and wrap it around the base like
a bun, and secure any loose ends with
bobby pins.
Continued on back

Smooth soiling
How to start composting and it’s
added benefits
Rylie Horrall
Lifestyle Editor | rhorrall17@wou.edu
Compost is made up of decayed or
decaying organic material and could
be compared to nature-style recycling.
According to lessismore.com, food and
yard waste make up between 25 to 50%
of trash that is thrown away. Because
it can make up such a large portion of
garbage, composting can significantly
reduce the amount of overall trash
someone procures.

Most, if not all, organic matter that
is thrown away in the kitchen or garden
can be composted. For instance, coffee
grounds and even paper filters can be put
into a compost bin, along with tea bags,
old newspapers, toothpicks, matches,
pet and human hair, cut flowers and egg
shells — but not the yolks or whites.
Continued on back

Try using different style braids, such as dutch or fishtail, to vary up this look.
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HOROSCOPES

ARIES

TAU RU S

GEMINI

You? ME? Who? We!
I’m okay, I swear.

Twizzlers solve everything, especially in
an apocalypse, so stock up.

Virgo is just out here to rip your heart out.
If you know, you know.

CANCER

LEO

VIRGO

You guys realize the government just
confirmed that aliens exist, right? You
guys realize that, right? RIGHT?!

Man, Aquarius really said we live in a
society. ¦¬)

It’s only the matter of time before our
government executes Order 66.

LIBRA

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

God’s Plague Inc score must be off the
charts

I’ll fight an alien, I don’t care.

STREAM SAVAGE REMIX BY
MEGAN THEE STALLION (FEAT.
BEYONCÉ).

CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS

PISCES

Check in with any Cancers you know
today (I think they’re going a little nuts).

Maybe we are the virus.

You ever wonder if we’re all just Sims
in a really, really wild game of Sims 2:
Double Deluxe?

3/21-4/19

6/21-7/22

9/23-10/22

12/22-1/19

4/20-5/20

7/23-8/22

10/23-11/21

1/20-2/18

5/21-6/20

8/23-9/22

11/22-12/21

2/19-3/20

Compiled by The Western Howl Staff
@thewesternhowl
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ROOKIES OF THE YEAR
Continued from page 2

Jorge Trujillo from Men’s Club Soccer

Jeydawn Coates

from the Dance Team

Photo courtesy of Jasmine Morrow

Photo courtesy of Emily Prall

Year - Sophomore

Year - Junior

Achievement - Trujillo led the team in points and scored important goals throughout
the playoffs to help the team win the Men’s CCSL Second Division Championship.

Achievement - Coates performed with the biggest smile on her face whenever she
had the opportunity and showed up to every practice ready to learn.

Work Ethic - Trujillo always showed his enthusiasm to contribute to the club by
working hard at practice and delivering goals in the games. Trujillo was one of the
most involved players in the team when it came to activities off the field.

Work Ethic - Always had great energy and a great work ethic, even if she wasn’t in
the performance for that week. Coates made all her teammates laugh and feel good.

Noteworthy - Trujillo has volunteered in the Salem-Keizer school district, where he
has gone into PE classes to share his knowledge about being a student-athlete and a
soccer player.

HAIRSTYLES

Continued from page 8

Have shorter hair and can’t fit it all
into a ponytail, let alone a bun? Take
half of the hair and pull it towards the
top, like a high ponytail. Lace the hair
halfway through a hair tie with one hand,
then twist it while holding the hair in the
other. Pull the hair through, then pull and
twist to style as desired.
For those who want to keep their hair
down and out of their face, try making a
headband using hair. Separate two front
pieces and tie the rest into a ponytail or
bun to keep out of the way. Take the two
front strands and secure them at the nape
of the neck with a small elastic or thin
hair tie, then let the rest of the hair down.
To add some flare, braid the strands or

twist them before tying them off.
If styling isn’t preferred or a person’s
hair is too short, get a bandana that might
be lying around and fold it diagonally.
Section off two framing strands — or
don’t, if they aren’t wanted — and put the
rest of the hair in a ponytail, if it’s long
enough. Grab the ends of the bandana
and flip it so that it lays flat behind the
strands. Tie the ends of it at the nape of
the neck and then take out the hair from
the ponytail. Alternatively, the bandana
can be placed at the back of the neck and
be tied at the top near the framing pieces.
If this is done, tuck in the corners of the
fabric that are sticking out.

Noteworthy - Works at Dutch Bros with a great attitude, does great in school.

COMPOSTING

Continued from page 8

Goodhousekeeping.com states that
when composting, one should “aim
for equal amounts of ‘green’ waste
and ‘brown’ waste to keep (compost)
healthy.” Fruits and vegetables are
common ‘green’ waste — or anything
that can supply nitrogen — and ‘brown’
waste can consist of dry leaves and wood
shavings — things that are rich in carbon.
If both elements are balanced correctly,
it should smell like earthy dirt; making
sure that the compost bin is somewhere
where it can receive enough oxygen and
moisture will keep it from turning rotten.
It’s important to note that if a
plant is infected with insects or a
disease of some sort, it shouldn’t be
added into the compost. According
to goodhousekeeping.com, it can
contaminate the pile and render it useless.
Dairy and animal products such as bones

@thewesternhowl

should also just be thrown away, as the
smell can become unpleasant or attract
animals.
Compost bins should be around 3
feet in diameter and ideally be placed
outside, possibly in a backyard. It can
have a closed top as well, for those who
are worried about the smell or look of
the compost. To prevent animals from
messing with it, it’s advised to set up
fencing or chicken wire around it.
After a few weeks, all the scraps will
turn to soil that can be used for fertilizing
a garden, which reduces the need to buy
fertilizer. Some added benefits are that
both water and trash bills can be reduced,
as the compost can be moist enough as
fertilizer that plants can be watered less,
and the amount of trash being thrown
out is lessened.

Cover photo by Sage Kiernan-Sherrow

